
WASTE MANAGEMENT
An approach towards cost effective waste management and clean cities

Waste management is a concern for every city and needs an  efficient approach by educating and encouraging people in contributing towards environmental stew-
ardship. The strategy may have a scope for economical waste collection and segregation for a sustainable city design. We would like to draw your attention towards 
“residential waste”, considering that sustainability city approach should begin at doorstep. Residential waste is a matter of concern and needs an outline for manage-
ment to be set in the community.
While researching this topic, we must familiarize with its cost and collection such as waste segregation, distance from collection sites to disposal sites, man-power 
etc.   
As per NYC waste management statistics, Brooklyn has almost 68 community compost sites.Demographics of the garbage shows 59 existing and 5 proposed trans-
fer stations. Recyclable waste holds 33% out of 100% residential waste. Last year, 4 trillion plastic bottles were sold worldwide. 
Garbage compost is in the groove with community gardens and public housing.
Another aspect of waste management is the recycling of the waste, thus there is a scope of remuneration of collection cost. For eg. The plastic bottle can be recy-
cled into clean planters for vertical gardens, also avoiding its usage by providing drinking water outlets in the city.

Be the solution to runoff the waste pollution.

                                                                                                                             

MAKING BIOGAS 
Biogas typically refers to a mixture of different gases produced by the breakdown of organic matter in the absence of oxygen. Biogas can be
 produced from  raw materials . It is a renewable energy source and in many cases exerts a very small carbon footprint. 

WASTE COLLECTION PROCESS
Collecting the waste from residential sites and then transporting to nearby disposal sites.
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City average of the waste disposal.
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Waste distribution chart – according to the categorization.
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